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Abstract. In this paper a dipolar neural network designed for prediction of sur-
vival time is presented. The proposed method is based on minimization of piece-wise
linear criterion functions. Basis exchange algorithms are exploited as a optimization
technique. The method allows to estimate of discrete hazards as conditional prob-
abilities of failure occurrence. The prediction capacity of neural network models is
evaluated by accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity measures, which are compared to
results of logistic regression.

1 Introduction

Artificial neural networks can be regarded as an alternative method to the
statistical models [4,11], which often require some prior assumptions. In this
paper a neural network application for prediction of the time of a specific
event occurrence (survival time) is considered. Survival data [5] are a set of
covariates vectors with an additional variable. In case of patients, for whom
the event of interest (e.g. death, disease relapse) occurred, the variable repre-
sents failure time. If the event did not occur, the variable expresses follow-up
time. For the latter, so called censored cases, we do not know the exact fail-
ure time, we only know that it is no less than their follow-up time. Such
incomplete information causes several problems in analysis of survival data.
As ignoring the information from censored cases may bias the outcome, tech-
niques which are able to cope with censoring are needed.

Several approaches to adapt artificial neural networks to the analysis of
survival data have been proposed so far. The most common idea is to divide
the survival time into disjoint intervals and train a neural network model
to classify patients failure times into appropriate time intervals. Depending
on the structure of a neural network, the output may be regarded as failure
probability [7], hazard function [1], or cumulative failure probability [8] in
ordered time intervals.

In this paper we evaluate the capacity of dipolar neural networks [6] for
prediction of discrete hazards as conditional probabilities of failure. The ap-
proach is compared to logistic regression, which is widely used in medical
applications.



2 Grouped survival data

Grouped survival time is considered in the paper. The failure time is divided
into K disjoint intervals Ik (k = 1, 2, . . . , K), where Ik = [tk−1, tk) and
0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tK , t0 = 0, tK < ∞. Each patient Oi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M)
is described by (xi, δi, ti), where xi is N -dimensional covariates vector, δi -
failure indicator (is equal to 1 for uncensored cases and 0 otherwise) and ti -
survival time.

The analysis is focused on prediction of the conditional failure probabili-
ties (dicrete hazards) in separate time intervals. The hazard rate in the k-th
time interval is defined as hk = P (t ∈ Ik/t > tk−1). Taking into account the
likelihood function built on a given data set we receive:

− log L = −
M∑

i=1

Ki∑

k=1

{dki log hki + (1− dki) log(1− hki)} (1)

where Ki specifies the last time interval in which the subject Oi was observed,
dki is a censoring indicator, which is equal to 1 for time interval IKi

for
uncensored subject Oi and equal to 0 otherwise. The equation shows that
the censoring indicator dki can be treated as an estimator of the hazard hki.

3 Modular neural network

Prediction of the conditional failure probabilities is done by using a modular
neural network [6]. The network consists of K − 1 ordered neural networks
NNk (Fig. 1). Each network NNk is trained to differentiate patients with the
failure time belonging to the k-th time interval (the output equal to 1) from
other patients being at risk in this time interval (0 at the output).
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Fig. 1. The structure of modular neural network

A rule for prediction of the hazard rates for a new patient Oi is shown in
Fig. 1. A new covariates vector xi (describing the patient Oi) is given for the
input of the network NN1. If the module returns 1, the patient is supposed to
fail in the first time interval. The output equal to 0 means, that the patient



survives the first interval and the vector xi is given for the input of the next
network. The procedure is repeated until one of the modules returns 1 or the
last network NNK is reached.

3.1 Learning of dipolar neural network

Each dipolar neural network NNk consists of three layers: input, hidden
and output layer. The hidden layer is built from neurons with the binary
activation function.

The proposed learning procedure is based on the concept of dipoles [2].
The dipole is a pair of different covariates vectors (xi,xj) from the learning
set. We distinguish mixed and pure dipoles. Mixed dipoles are formed between
objects, which should be separated while pure ones between objects which
are similar from the point of view of an analyzed criterion.

Considering the k-th time interval we take into account only those pa-
tients, who are at risk in this interval. The main goal is to separate patients
who are supposed to fail in the k-th time interval from those, who fail later.
In this case the mixed dipoles are formed between each two objects Oi and
Oj with dki 6= dkj . If dki = dkj objects Oi and Oj constitute a pure dipole.

Let us introduce two types of piece-wise linear and convex (CPL) penalty
functions ϕ+

j (v) and ϕ+
j (v):

ϕ+
j (v) =

{
δj− < v,yj > if < v,yj >≤ δj

0 if < v,yj >> δj
(2)

ϕ−j (v) =
{

δj+ < v,yj > if < v,yj >≤ −δj

0 if < v,yj >> −δj
(3)

where yj = [1, x1, . . . , xN ]T is an augmented covariates vector and v =
[−θ, w1, . . . , wN ]T is an augmented weight vector. Each mixed dipole (yi,yj),
which should be divided, is associated with a function ϕm

ij (v) being a sum
of two function with opposite signs (ϕm

ij (v) = ϕ+
j (v) + ϕ−i (v) or ϕm

ij (v) =
ϕ−j (v)+ϕ+

i (v)). For pure dipoles, which should stay undivided, we associate
a function ϕp

ij(v) (ϕp
ij(v) = ϕ+

j (v) + ϕ+
i (v) or ϕc

ij(v) = ϕ−j (v) + ϕ−i (v)). A
dipolar criterion function is a sum of penalty functions associated with each
dipole:

Ψd(v) =
∑

(j,i)∈Ip

αijϕ
p
ij(v) +

∑

(j,i)∈Im

αijϕ
m
ij (v) (4)

where αij determines relative importance (price) of the dipole (yi,yj), Ip

and Im are the sets of pure and mixed dipoles, respectively. The parameters
of neurons in a hidden layer are obtain by sequential minimization of the
dipolar criterion function. The minimization is done by using basis exchange
algorithms [3], similar to linear programming. The hidden layer divides the
whole N -dimensional feature space into disjoint areas. Each area is connected



with one of the two distinguished classes: patients who fail in the k-th interval,
and patients who survive. A decision element in the output layer returns 1 if
the input vector belongs to the area connected with first class and 0 otherwise.

4 Logistic regression

One of the most common methods used in medical applications for classifi-
cation is logistic regression [11]. It can be also used to predict hazard rates
for sequential time intervals Ik. For each module NNk we could calculate (if
the assumptions are fulfilled) an alternative logistic regression model LRk:

P (t ∈ Ik|y, t > tk−1)
P (t > tk|y, t > tk−1)

= exp(βT y) (5)

where β = [β0, β1, . . . , βN ]T is a vector of regression coefficients. The LRk

model should separate patients with different dki values. Thus only patients
who are at risk in the k-th time interval are taken into account while calcu-
lating the regression coefficients.

5 Experimental results

The data set from the Veteran’s Administration (VA) lung cancer study [5] is
considered. In this trial, male patients with advanced inoperable tumors were
randomized to either standard (69 subjects) or test chemotherapy (68 sub-
jects). Only 9 subjects from 137 were censored. Information on performance
status at baseline (Karnofsky rating - KPS), disease duration in months, age
in years at randomization, prior therapy (yes, no), and cell type (large, squa-
mous, small, adeno), was available. The survival time was divided into three
intervals (see table 1).

Table 1. Description of survival time intervals

Time Uncensored Censored
interval cases (n) cases (n)

I1 : 〈0, 31) 39 1
I2 : 〈31, 100) 39 3
I3 : 〈100, . . .) 50 5

The quality of the models is evaluated by accuracy, sensitivity and speci-
ficity measures. A comparison of the above measures was done by using Mc-
Nemar’s test for no association for matched pairs [10].

Logistic regression analysis and McNemar’s test were performed using
SAS STAT package. A p-value of less than 0.05 was regarded as statisti-
cally significant. Selection of the appropriate structure of the NNk networks



(the number of neurons in hidden layers) was done by using a nested cross-
validation method [9]. We received three neurons for NN1 module and four
neurons for NN2.

Table 2. Evaluation of quality of dipolar neural networks NNk and logistic regres-
sion LRk

NN1 LR1 NN2 LR2

TP (n) 30 26 23 19
FN (n) 11 15 15 19
FP (n) 18 9 17 9
TN (n) 78 87 40 48
Accuracy (%) 78.8 82.5 66.3 70.5
(95% CI) (71.1; 85.4) (75; 88.5) (55.9; 75.7) (60.3; 79.4)
Sensitivity (%) 73.2 63.4 60.5 50
(95% CI) (57.1; 85.8) (46.9; 77.9) (43.4; 75.9) (33.4; 66.6)
Specificity (%) 81.3 90.6 70.2 84.2
(95% CI) (72; 88.5) (83; 96) (56.6; 81.5) (72.1; 92.5)
McNemar’s test (p) 0.194 0.004 0.724 0.059

The quality measures of dipolar neural networks and logistic regression
models are shown in table 2. Taking into consideration dipolar neural net-
works, the differences between capacity for failures and survivors prediction
are not significant (p = 0.194 and p = 0.724). In case of logistic regression
models the differences are significant for LR1 (p = 0.004) and marginally
significant for LR2 (p = 0.059).

Table 3. Comparison of dipolar neural networks NNk to the results obtained for
logistic regression models LRk (p-values for McNemar’s test)

NN1 vs. LR1 NN2 vs. LR2

Accuracy 0.166 0.346
Sensitivity 0.046* 0.206
Specificity 0.003* 0.005*

* - statistically significant differences at 0.05 significance level

The accuracy of neural network modules is lower than logistic regres-
sion models (table 2), but the differences are not statistically significant (see
table 3: p = 0.166 and p = 0.206). Statistically significant differences are
between sensitivity, of NN1 and LR1 models (p = 0.046) and between speci-
ficity of the two approaches (p = 0.003 and p = 0.005 for NN1 vs. LR1 and
NN2 vs. LR2 respectively).



6 Conclusions

The artificial neural network approach was proposed for prediction of discrete
hazards as conditional probabilities of failure occurrence. Prediction quality
of each single dipolar neural network, which is included in a modular net-
work, was compared to a relative logistic regression model. The accuracy of
the models was comparable. Statistically significant differences were found
between sensitivity and specificity for the two approaches. The capacity of
correct failures prediction (sensitivity) of logistic regression models was worse
than the capacity of dipolar neural networks. On the other hand, the ability
of correct survivors prediction (specificity) was better for logistic regression
models. The differences between specificity and sensitivity for dipolar neural
networks models were not very high (about 10%). In case of logistic regression
models the sensitivity was about 30% lower than specificity. As from medi-
cal point of view correct failures prediction is more important, the modular
neural network can be regarded as a useful tool for survival time prediction.
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